Metabolic networks comprise thousands of enzymatic reactions functioning in a controlled 19 manner and have been shaped by natural selection. Thanks to the genome data, the footprints of 20 adaptive (positive) selection are detectable, and the strength of purifying selection can be measured. 21
INTRODUCTION 45
Metabolism is the set of enzymatic reactions that allows the synthesis, degradation and 46 transformation of the biochemical components necessary for the maintenance and reproduction of a 47 cell. Understanding the evolution of a system whose functioning arises from the interplay of many 48 cellular components, is important both, for understanding the biology of the cell and for unraveling 49 general principles of evolution of complex biological systems. 50
The origin and evolution of metabolic pathways is a difficult problem and several ideas have 51 been proposed (reviewed in Peretó 2011). Among them, the patchwork model has gained a general 52 acceptance. It proposes the evolution of enzymes from broader to narrower substrate specificities 53 through gene duplication and the cooption of metabolic functions by the diverse pathways (Yčas 54 1974 , Jensen 1976 ). Nevertheless, the ability to contrast different models has been limited by the 55 fact that all of them predate the current availability of complete genome sequences from the three 56 domains of life (Lazcano et al. 1995) . Nowadays, complete genome sequences and subsequent 57 reconstructions of genome-scale metabolic networks for many organisms have been used to test 58 some of the predictions of evolutionary models. In the context of those systemic studies, the 59 patchwork model exhibits a higher explicative power (Alves et al 2002; Light and Kraulis 2003; 60 associated to at least one annotated gene is 879. 145 Genes The total number of genes that encodes enzymes that take part in the annotated 146 pathways is 956. Genes were functionally classified by assigning them to the functional class of the 147 pathway in which they participate. Two different classification schemes were considered since there 148 are different criteria according to which pathways can be assigned to distinct functional groups. The 149 first classification scheme used, the ontology-based scheme, relies on the HumanCyc Pathway-150 ontology that aims at classifying pathways into a tree-based structure (as a gene ontology). We used 151 the top level of the tree (the classes immediately below the root of the tree, which is "Pathway") as 152 classes to assign pathways. We used 7 of the 9 parent classes just after the root of the HumanCyc 153 pathways ontology, excluding the two classes for non-metabolic pathways, "Macromolecule 154
Modifications" and "Signal transduction pathways". The basic criteria of this ontology rely on the 155 metabolic mode of the pathway, for example biosynthesis versus degradation. The second 156 classification schema, compound-based, is based on the kind of compounds that are primarily 157 transformed in the pathway, for example nucleotide versus fatty acids (see classification in 158 supplementary Table S1 ). 159
Computation of Evolutionary Rates 160
Evolutionary rates were estimated during the divergence of mammals and rodents. For each 161 human gene, its orthologous sequences were derived from the following species: chimpanzee, 162 orangutan, gorilla, mouse and rat. Multiple sequence alignments of the coding regions were 163 downloaded from Ensembl (release 75). When absent, orthologous sequences were predicted, if 164 possible, through a similarity search of the human gene sequence against the genome assembly, 165 followed by subsequent gene prediction by GeneWise (Birney et al 2004) , in a procedure described 166
in Montanucci et al (2011) . In case of predicted orthologues, multiple sequence alignments were 167 obtained through T-coffee with default options by aligning protein sequences and then back-168 translating to genomic sequence. The same procedure was adopted for incomplete or bad quality 169
sequences. 170
Evolutionary rates were computed using the codeml program of the PAML package (Yang 171 2007) . Two likelihood ratio tests between pairs of nested model (M1a versus M2a and M7 versus 172 M8) were carried out to detect positive selection events. The overall strength of purifying selection 173 on each gene was estimated though a unique dN/dS over the entire tree and sequence length (model 7 repeated runs and different initial conditions. Final results of the likelihood ratio tests were 177 corrected through a False Discovery Rate (FDR) method (Storey 2002) . Positive selection was 178 inferred when either one or both of the two likelihood ratio tests was significant after correcting for 179 multiple testing. Given the shallow divergence considered, non-branch-specific models (M0 180 averaged dN/dS and site-specific positive selection tests) provide the best estimation of the 181 overall selective pressure acting on each gene, given that for low number of closely related 182 species branch-specific estimations that lack the power to provide stable estimations. 183
Given the strong impact of alignment errors in generating spurious signals of positive 184 selection, the alignments corresponding to genes with P < 0.05 in the likelihood ratio test for 185 positive selection were inspected visually. Alignment regions containing evident errors (usually 186 contiguous positions in a sequence of the alignment with a suspiciously high number of 187 differences often resulting from sequencing or assembly errors) were manually masked and 188 then evolutionary rates and positive selection tests were then recomputed. 189
Computation of Topological Parameters 190
Building the reaction graph. Metabolic pathways were derived from HumanCyc. The database. The direction provided in this field was used to build directed graphs, in which edges are 197 arrows having a direction that goes from the preceding to the following reaction. The graphs have comprise a number of reactions that ranges from 2 to 30. The majority of the pathways (208 out of 242 275 base pathways and 28 out of 35 super pathways) show no loop structures. They are 243 characterized by a non-feedback topology, with either linear or branched structures. For 27 of the 244 35 super-pathways, their reaction set is fully comprised in base pathways, so excluding them from 245 the analysis would not result in loss of reactions and genes. 246
The total number of genes associated to the reactions in the pathways is 956. 943 out of the 247 956 gens participate in base pathways, while 13 genes (NAGK, GGCT, SRR, TYW4, GGT1, EBP, 248 SC5DL, DHCR7, DHCR24, CCBL1, OPLAH, CNDP2, CCBL2) are associated to reactions that are 249 uniquely present in super pathways. Of the 956 genes, 335 encode proteins that carry out their 250 enzymatic activity within protein complexes while 621 genes encode proteins that are themselves 251 the functional enzymes. 252
The relationship between enzymatic activities and enzymes is not one-to-one: on the one 253 hand, each gene encodes an enzyme (or an enzymatic subunit) that may carry out more than one 254 catalytic activity and, on the other hand, the same catalytic activity can be served by more than one 255 enzyme (isoenzymes) that are encoded by different genes. Within this scenario, 71% of the genes 256 (677 out of 956) code for enzymes (or enzymatic subunits) that carry out only one metabolic 257 function, 26% of the genes (247 out of 956) are associate to a number of reactions between 2 and 5, 258 and the remaining 3% of the genes (32 out of 956) are associated to more than 5 reactions. The 259 genes whose encoded enzymes are associated to the biggest number of reactions are: FASN (fatty 260 acid synthase), CYP2A6 (a type of cytochrome P450), UGT2B11 (a type of UDP-261 glucuronosyltransferase), SCMOL (a methylsterol monooxygenase) DIO3 (deiodinase, 262 iodothyronine, type III), ALOX5 (arachidonate 5-lipoxygenase) and ALDH3A2 (fatty aldehyde 263 dehydrogenase). 264
Purifying and Positive Selection in Metabolic Genes 265
The evolutionary rates have been computed for 927 genes (for 29 it was not possible due to 266 lack of or poor quality of one or more of the orthologous sequences) considering the full set of six 267 species (human, chimpanzee, orangutan, gorilla, mouse and rat): the synonymous evolutionary rate 268 (dS), the non-synonymous evolutionary rate (dN) and their ratio (dN/dS), which provides the 269 direction of the action of the selection and an overall estimation of the strength of the purifying 270 selection that have acted on each gene. The distribution of the evolutionary rates can be seen in Fig  271   1 , which shows that the main force that has shaped the evolution of metabolic genes during the 272 mammal evolution has been purifying selection, with all dN/dS values lower than 0.5.
Beside an estimation of purifying selection, for each one of the 927 genes we performed two 274 likelihood ratio tests to look for sequence signature of positive selection. After multiple test 275 correction, using false discovery rate, we found that only six genes show a significant P-value for 276 the likelihood ratio test. The genes and their p values for the M7 versus M8 test are: CYP2E1 (P = 277 0.0000005, corrected = 0.00043), HDC (P = 0.0000217, corrected = 0.01006), CES1 (P = 278 0.0000471, corrected = 0.01455), DPM2 (P = 0.0001017, corrected = 0.02356), SPAM1 (P = 279 0.0001575, corrected =0.02919) and AKR1C1 (P = 0.0002451, corrected =0.03787). 280 CYP2E1 is a member of the cytochrome 450 family of enzymes involved in the inactivation 281 of drugs and xenobiotics. The HDC gene codes for histidine decarboxylase, which converts L-282 histidine into histamine, a biogenic amine involved in different physiological processes such as 283 neurotransmission, gastric acid secretion, inflammation and regulation of circadian rhythm. CES1 284 codes for a carboxylesterase involved in the hydrolysis of various xenobiotics and drug clearance in 285 liver. DPM2 encodes for the regulatory subunit of the dolichol-phosphate mannose (DPM) synthase 286 complex whose main function is recognition on the cellular surface. SPAM1encodes for a 287 hyaluronidase located on the human sperm surface that enables sperm to penetrate through the 288 hyaluronic acid-rich envelope of the oocyte. AKR1C1 belongs to a superfamily of aldo-keto 289 reductases and catalyzes the reaction of progesterone to the inactive form 20-alpha-hydroxy-290
progesterone. 291
The quality control of the alignments which involve the removal of bad quality regions from 292 the computation of the evolutionary rates might have led to an underestimation of the positive 293 selection events, however it guarantees the reliability of the events found. 294
Functional classes 295
Beside the evolution of specific genes under positive selection, we investigated different 296 levels of selective constraint between functional classes by comparing evolutionary rates of genes 297 participating in pathways performing different functions. A Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test was used to 298 test differences in evolutionary rates between genes belonging to different functional classes of 299 pathways. For both ontology-based and compound-based classification, we find significant 300 differences among different functional classes in the evolutionary rates dN, and dN/dS (with dS 301 close to significance). 302
When we consider the ontology-based classification (supplementary Fig S1) , differences in 303 dN/dS reveals relaxed constraints (high dN/dS values) for external routes ("Detoxification"), and 304 strong constraints (low dN/dS), for routes of the core metabolism ("Generation of precursor biosynthesis of very specific metabolites, but degradation of a broad range of external compounds, 308 most likely unknown and toxic. 309
When we consider the compound-based classification (supplementary Fig S2) , values of 310 dN/dS separate those with highest values, Steroid, Secondary metabolism and Detoxification, and 311 those with the lowest, mainly Glycolysis/TCA/PentoseP, which corresponds to the inner core of the 312 metabolic network. In particular, the detoxification class, the one with the highest dN/dS, contains 313 pathways with enzymes able to recognize a broad range of metabolites. Thus, both classification 314 schemes show that genes participating in peripheral routes have evolved under relaxed constraint, 315 while stronger selective constraint has acted on the genes whose encoded enzymes have roles within 316 the central metabolism. Detoxification. When we compare the evolutionary rates of these classes through a KW test we find 331 highly significant differences with a clear gradient of selective constraints in which central routes of 332 the core metabolism are more constrained (lower dN and dN/dS) than the ones in the second layer 333 which, in turn, are more constrained than those of the more peripheral layer (Fig 2 and selective constraint. enzymes, encoded by different genes, able to catalyze the same reaction or isoenzymes) we 341 compared the selective pressures that have acted on genes that encode for unique enzymes, to that 342 of genes that encode for enzymes for which isoenzymes exist. The existence of isoenzymes 343
indicates that alternative proteins could be recruited to perform the same metabolic function, 344
whereas the presence of a unique enzyme is critical for their specific metabolic function to be 345 served. Interestingly, we find no difference in selective constraint between these two classes of 346 genes. A Mann-Whitney U test shows no significant differences: P=0.066 for dN/dS, P= 0.109 for 347 dN and P= 0.668 for dS. This result shows that sequence properties of isoenzymes do not differ 348 from those of the rest of the enzymes; they cannot be considered simply as redundant. 349
Evolutionary Rates and Topological Properties 350
In order to investigate whether and how the organization into metabolic networks imposes 351 constraints on the evolution of the enzyme-coding genes, we carried out automated linear modeling 352 to reveal possible linear relationships between evolutionary rates and topological features of 353 reactions (Table 1) . Among the topological features that can be associated to each node and that 354 summarize aspects of the node's position within the network, we first considered four centrality 355 measures: (i) in-degree centrality, which is indicative of the number of incoming links pointing to a 356 node; (ii) out-degree centrality, which is indicative of the number of outgoing links stemming from 357 a node; (iii) betweenness centrality, which is indicative of the importance of a node in linking parts 358 of the networks; and (iv) closeness centrality, which is indicative of whether a node lies in the 359 central or peripheral part of the network. In this analysis, pathways with the category "one-reaction" 360 are excluded, given that topological measures by definition cannot be computed. In the multivariate 361 statistical analysis we included three sequence features of the genes that are known to influence 362 evolutionary rates and thus have to be taken into account when analyzing variations in evolutionary 363 rates. These three sequence features are: (i) ENC, the effective number of codons, which quantifies 364 codon bias and is correlated with expression levels; (ii) length of the coding sequence (CDS) of the 365 gene; and (iii) CG content of the CDS. 366
As seen in Table 1 , synonymous substitution rates show significant linear relationships only 367 with sequence features (codon bias, sequence length and CG content), while no significant 368 correlation is found with any of the topological parameters. This implies that, as expected, neutral 369 evolution (evolution at synonymous sites) is only affected by the nucleotide composition of the 370 sequence itself and not by the position of the gene in the network. On the contrary, in the case of 371 functional evolution (evolution at non-synonymous sites and dN/dS) a significant linear relationship 372 is found with topological parameters, showing that the evolutionary rates suffer the influence of the negative correlation is found between both dN and dN/dS and in-degree centrality, meaning that 375 genes that have high in-degree centralities are highly constrained in their evolution with a strong 376 purifying selection, while genes that have low in-degree centralities are free to evolve under relaxed 377 constraints and accumulate non-synonymous substitutions at a faster rate. This result holds for 378 pathways of different topologies regardless of whether the structure presents loops or not. different positional information that is not fully captured by the in-degree centrality. 394
We analyzed whether genes whose encoded enzymes catalyze reactions belonging to these 395 four classes have evolved under different selective pressures. Evolutionary rates for these four 396 classes are shown in Fig 3a and of the position along the pathway, we carried out a trend test to test whether a linear relationship 407 exists of the evolutionary rates and these positional classes. A significant linear relationship is 408 found for dN for the three classes of top-intermediate-bottom with P-value of 0.008. Non-significant 409 P-values for the linear relationship are instead found for dN/dS (0.072) and for dS (0.481). This 410 means that a statistically significant gradient in the rate of non-synonymous substitution is found 411 along metabolic pathways with genes in top positions having experienced faster non-synonymous 412 substitution rates. 413
Given that the top/bottom position implies directionality for the pathway, we repeated the 414 analysis in the subset of 208 pathways that have no loops thus have a marked directional structure 415 (Fig 3b and supplementary fig 4b) . As before, KW tests show that there are significant differences 416 
Topological Measures of Positive Selected Genes 430
We measured the differences in the mean of the four centrality measures (in-degree, out-431 degree, closeness and betweenness) between genes with signatures of positive selection and the 432 whole set of metabolic genes. We tested two sets: genes under positive selection with and without 433 multiple testing correction. When only the six genes under positive selection after multiple testing 434 correction were considered, no statistical significance is observed, even though genes under positive 435 selection show higher out-degree and higher closeness than the average (0.33 vs. 0.22 for the out-436 degree and 0.38 vs. 0.28 for the closeness). Given the small number of positively selected genes (six 437 genes), this same analysis was also repeated with all genes (49 genes) that have a p-value smaller 438 than 0.05 in the positive selection test before the multiple test correction. The aim of this analysis is to test if there is any difference in the centrality measures values for the genes that belong to the tail 440 of the positive selection test distribution. When these two groups are compared, higher out-degree 441
(one tail permutation test, P = 0.0084) and higher closeness (one tail permutation test, P = 0.0116,) 442 values are found for positively selected genes with an increase of 32% in the average value of out-443 degree and of 21% in closeness in genes under positive selection compared to the whole set of 444 metabolic genes. This result shows that the tail of positive selection distribution is enriched by 445 genes with higher out degree and higher closeness. 446
These results indicate that genes encoding enzymes with a greater number of reactions that 447 make use of their products in the human metabolic pathways are more likely to present signals of 448 positive selection than those with fewer enzymes using their products. Genes under positive 449 selection have also higher closeness than the average and hence shorter path lengths to other nodes 450 in the pathway. 451
Linking the action of natural selection in the evolution of genes to the network structure and 453 topology is an interesting approach to understand the constraints that the network structure may 454 have on the evolution of complex molecular systems such as metabolism. Here, we have carried out 455 a comprehensive molecular evolutionary study of human metabolism by investigating the selective 456 pressures that acted on the enzyme-coding genes during the divergence of primates and rodents, and 457 their relationships with functional and topological features of the pathways that constitute the 458 system. Extensive studies have made possible the reconstruction of the biochemical pathways that 459 constitute the metabolism; here we use this information to investigate the influence of the local 460 network topology of the metabolic pathways in its evolutionary behavior by analyzing the 461 distribution on the network of selective forces, be they in form of innovations (positive or adaptive 462 selection) or in the strength of conservation (purifying selection). 463
The analysis of individual metabolic pathways instead of the whole metabolic network has 464 several advantages: i) it allows the study of the influence onto the evolution of metabolic genes of 465 their local relevant environment, that is, the context of the gene products in which the metabolic 466 task is achieved; ii) it allows to separately study the functional units responsible for the different 467 The final dataset under study was composed of 927 genes, whose products are integrated in 482 310 pathways. The species that have been considered are human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, 483 mouse and rat, and thus the analysis embraces the divergence time of both primates and rodents. 484
The tools for detecting positive selection and for measuring the strength of purifying selection (see methods) are based on the amino acid impact of nucleotide changes. 486
The detection of genes that underwent positive selection, and that are thus at the base of 487 innovative changes, have resulted in a very small number of genes, six out of the 927 genes. These 488 genes are: CYP2E1, a member of the cytochrome 450 family; HDC, a histidine decarboxylase; 489 CES1, a carboxylesterase; DPM2, a subunit of the dolichol-phosphate mannose synthase complex; 490 SPAM1, a hyaluronidase; and AKR1C1 an aldo-keto reductase. Two of the six genes that show 491 sequence signature of positive selection, CYP2E1 and CES1, encode for detoxification enzymes 492 and contribute to the solubility of molecules that must be expelled from the cell as fast as possible. 493
Therefore, response to xenobiotic molecules has likely been a target of adaptive selection during 494 primate and rodent divergence. 495
The main selective force in metabolism is the maintenance of the system through purifying 496 selection; we have calculated this strength for each gene and analyzed the context according to 497 biochemical and network properties. We observed a steep gradient of selective constraints that goes 498 from genes serving functions within the inner core of intermediary metabolism (the most 499 constrained), through those of a second layer of intermediary metabolism, to the outer peripheral 500 layer of metabolism (i.e. secondary metabolism), which shows the most relaxed selective constraint. 501
We have shown that the stronger selective constraint has acted on the genes whose encoded 502 enzymes have roles within the inner core of metabolism; pathways comprised in this inner layer are 503 involved in the transformations of small precursor metabolites for cell maintenance. These 504 pathways are the oldest, the more phylogenetically conserved (Peregrin-Alvarez et al. 2003) and are 505 enriched in enzymes exhibiting more substrate specificity (Nam et al. 2012 ). Accordingly, we have 506 found that enzymes participating in more peripheral routes are evolutionarily less constrained and 507 more plastic, having experienced faster functional evolution. Generalist enzymes, able to cope with 508 a vast diversity of possible small molecular structures, populate pathways of this outer layer. The 509 strategy of adopting generalist enzymes at the outer interface of metabolism may be a more efficient 510 strategy than to develop a specific enzyme for each type of possible metabolite that may be present 511 in the environment. Indeed, a global analysis of kinetic parameters of several thousands of known 512 enzymes showed that central metabolism enzymes perform better in terms of catalytic constants 513 (i.e. higher kcat and kcat/KM) than secondary metabolism enzymes (Bar-Even et al 2011). In line with 514 the authors' suggestion, we have been able to prove that there is a stronger selective pressure on 515 central metabolic enzymes, probably due to the need of maintaining the catalytic parameters that 516 allow higher fluxes in central pathways, in comparison to those operating at lower fluxes and less innovation through sub-or neo-functionalization (Innan and Kondrashov 2010). Here we have 520 found no differences in evolutionary rates between isoenzymes and the rest of the enzymes; no 521 differences in their connectivities were found in the global metabolic network of E.coli (Light et al. 522 2005) . Thus, both the sequence and the topological properties of isoenzymes do not differ from 523 those of the rest of the enzymes. Selective constraint acting with the same strength onto these two 524 classes of genes suggests that what may seem like alternative enzymes for the same metabolic 525 function, are, indeed, equally "essential", and the functional degeneracy is only apparent. 526
Isoenzymes are likely to be essential to their function either through regulation, differential 527 expression in time (different developmental stages), or in space, displaying their function in 528 different cellular compartments or tissues. The study of evolutionary pressures over gene sequences 529 has clearly pointed to lack of functional degeneracy for isoenzymes, given that redundancy leaves 530 clear detectable footprints in terms of acceleration of substitution rates, as for example in the case of 531 paralogous gene copies just after the duplication event (Innan and Kondrashov 2010) . 532
To assess the influence of system properties on gene evolution we have used the local 533 topology of the metabolic network. Among the many possible ways of representing metabolic 534 pathways through graph structures, we have encoded pathways as reaction graphs, a type of 535 representation in which nodes represent reactions; hence they can be directly associated to the genes 536 that catalyze the reactions. In this representation edges represent metabolites (reaction substrate and 537 products) and here we have considered their direction. So in our representation edges are indeed 538 arrows and the resulting graph is a directed graph. By encoding metabolic pathways through 539 directed graphs, we are able to take into account the physiological direction of the reactions in the 540
cell. 541
Even in absence of specific information about the metabolic pathways for all the considered 542 species, the relatively shallow phylogenetic divergence considered and the well-known 543 conservation of metabolism among mammals ensures the use of a unique structure of pathways and 544 function of all enzymes. The influence of the local network topology over gene's evolution was 545 investigated for both positive and purifying selection. 546
The influence of the local network topology over gene's evolution had been previously 547 investigated in few cases of specific metabolic pathways. The comprehensive analysis carried out 548 here allowed revealing that this influence is pervasive and general patterns can be found. When 549 positive selection has been considered we have found that positively selected genes have higher out-550 degree centralities than non-adaptive genes. Genes with high out-degree are not involved in the 551 production of the final products of the metabolic task and, at the same time, are those whose 552 products are subsequently transformed by a high fraction of different reactions in the pathway. Here we see that genes in these positions are preferentially targeted by adaptive evolution. 554
When purifying selection has been considered, in-degree centrality has been identified as the 555 strongest topological factor constraining metabolic gene's sequence evolution. Genes characterized 556 by higher in-degree connectivities have evolved under stronger purifying selection. Within the 557 context of biochemical reaction graphs in which each node represents a biochemical reaction, in-558 degree reflects the number of reactions that directly precede the given one, that is, the number of 559 reactions that produce metabolites that are then taken as substrates by the given reaction. This 560 means that in-degree centrality is higher for reaction with many incoming links and lower for 561 reactions with few incoming links. 562
Besides the encoding of topological information through centrality measures we also used 563 response to the need of producing very specific products. It can be speculated that the results 581 obtained here may reflect the relevance of accuracy in the synthesis of final metabolic products. 582
The comprehensive analysis of the whole set of human metabolic pathways revealed that both 583 adaptive and purifying selection are not evenly distributed among the genes encoding the enzymes 584 involved in metabolic pathways. Adaptive selection has targeted a small number of genes during the 585 divergence of primates and rodents and adaptive genes are mainly involved in detoxification 586 functions. Purifying selection has been a pervasive selective force dominating the evolution of metabolic genes during the divergence of primates and rodents. It has acted with different strengths 588 according to the layer of metabolism over which it acts, with the inner core of metabolism being 589 strongly conserved and with little or no room left for evolutionary innovation. From these results, it 590 is tempting to conclude that it is less likely to innovate on pathways that were established in the 591 early (i.e. prokaryotic) stages of evolution and that are involved in the synthesis of a small set of 592 metabolic precursors linking the synthesis and degradation of essential biomolecules, namely 593 sugars, lipids, amino acids and nucleotides. A more relaxed selection has been found for enzymes 594 that manage higher levels of chemodiversity. This is the case of detoxification of xenobiotics or the 595 biosynthesis of a wide spectrum of secondary metabolites that, by definition, are not directly 596 involved in the survival of the organism, but rather in its ecological and behavioral traits. 
